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Beirut Art Center is pleased to announce the opening of the eighth edition of Exposure, its annual exhibition for 
emerging artists from and in Lebanon. The new edition of Exposure, entitled Metabolism, transposes a notion 
attributed to the body and its survival into the realm of art. In biology, metabolism stands for the life-sustaining 
chemical processes that occur within a living organism, the essential exchange of materials and energy between 
organisms and the exterior world.

To think of art as metabolism is to think of one’s practice as a series of voluntary transformations that produces 
unpredictable results. One can also metabolize experience, facts, current issues, or larger questions by creating 
conditions from which new aspects surface. It is therefore largely about form, which is understood here as a relation 
between visibility and the gesture that allows it or between subject matter and the changes it undergoes within the 
modalities of its formulation. To produce form is to produce a living organism; it acts on objects, materials, and events 
by integrating the unforeseen and therefore engages processes which art shares with science: experimentation, 
discovery and invention. Metabolism is an exhibition where the body is evoked as an actor and model of the living 
- through a mobilization of energy; processes of nourishment; athletic, ascetic and choreographic exertions and by 
being acutely aware of perceptions to the point of widening them.

This year, six artists and one artist duo have been selected and invited by jury members Anne Barlow, Angela 
Harutyunyan, Nora Razian and Roy Samaha together with Marie Muracciole, the director of BAC and curator of the 
show. The works in the exhibition take a particular turn where stages and metamorphoses that constitute the artistic 
gesture are integrated. Furthermore, Beirut Art Center has given the selected artists access to its storehouse and 
of ces: one has to push a door, cross a room or climb makeshift steps, skirt around piles of equipment and work-
tables or simply open the catalog, in order to look at the works. In return, the areas usually assigned to the exhibition 
have become of ces or temporary storing spaces. This momentary upheaval displaces the exhibition paradigm and 
elicits the curiosity of the visitors; it suggests a route that combines invitation and intrusion, while renewing one’s 
perception of the space and moving the routine of this ritual exhibition in a kind of metabolization. 

The opening will feature a lecture-performance by Bahar Noorizadeh t it led  «H: The Moon is a 
Harsh Mist ress», at  7:30 pm in the auditorium.

Beirut Art Center - Jisr El Wati, Off Corniche an Nahr, Building 13, Street 97, Zone 66 Adlieh. Open Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, from 12:00 
to 8:00 pm; Wednesdays from 12:00 to 10:00 pm; and Saturdays and Sundays, 11 am to 6 pm.
www.beirutartcenter.org E: info@beirutartcenter.org T: +961 (0) 1 397 018 



Biographies

Monica Basbous Moukarzel (b. 1988, Venezuela) is an urban analyst, writer and artist based in Beirut since 2013. She 
completed her BSc and MSc in Architecture at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland) in 2012, 
working on the interrelationships of informal mobility, memory, urban identity and the production of public space in 
Beirut. In 2015 - 2016, she was a fellow at the Home Workspace Program at Ashkal Alwan, Beirut. Monica has worked 
as an architect in Geneva and Beirut. Since 2013, she consults and collaborates on architectural and urban research 
projects with various architects, urbanists, designers and artists. She has also been involved in several educational 
platforms like public panels and workshops around spatial justice, mobility and mapping. In parallel, she has been 
writing an independent research project on networks, territories and politics of (public) space in Beirut.

Mohamed Berro (b. 1989, Beirut) is an artist living and working around Beirut, Lebanon. 

Núria Güell (b. 1981, Spain) & Levi Orta (b. 1984, Cuba) Núria Güell’s work reformulates and deals with the limits of 
legality, detecting abuses of power committed through the established legality and hegemonic morality. Flirting with 
the established powers, the art world privileges and the complicity with different allies, form together the resources 
on which Núria bases her artistic operations. Levi Orta investigates the creative component of politics, focusing on 
the inde nition of the arts-politics borders, the inde nition where reality becomes irrational and a potential artwork. 
Analytic Replica is how they call one of the working methods that the artists use in both individual and collective 
projects, with the aim of subverting the established powers and make visible their incongruities and abuses. Their 
individual and collective work has been exhibited in museums, art centers and biennials around the world.

Mohanakrishnan Haridasan (Mochu) works with text, drawings and video, combining techno- ction, quasi-
mythology and art history. Many of his works engage with speci c instances in the history of visual art, with a focus 
on the speculative imagery embedded in them. His work has been exhibited at various venues such as Transmediale 
BWPWAP, NGMA Bangalore, WEYA Nottingham, Khoj International Artists Association and Royal Academy of Art. He 
is currently based in India.

Bahar Noorizadeh is an artist. 

Anna Ogden-Smith (b.1984, Lebanon) is a visual artist whose body of work spans across the moving image, ne 
arts, graphic design, and writing. Through exercises ranging from formal aesthetics of excess to methodically thought-
driven processes, her projects seek to engage different mediums articulated around speci c narratives, as a means to 
pursue new modes of reading. She completed an MFA at the Royal College of Art, London, in 2013. Her work has been 
exhibited collectively in museums and festivals internationally. Flight RK#929, Clear BlueSkies and SmokeGetsInYour
Eyes were screened at: Vancouver Film Festival (Vancouver, 2013); British Film Institute (London, 2013); Lebanese Film 
Festival (2014). “The Dream (1989- 1994)” and “The Lie (1994)” were screened at: Musée du Jeu de Paume (Paris, 
2008); Haus Der Kulturen Der Welt (Berlin, 2008); Reina So a National Museum (Madrid, 2008); New Museum (New 
York, 2011), Sursock Museum (Beirut, 2015). Based in Beirut, Anna Ogden-Smith is also director of the Association 
for the Promotion and Exhibition of Art in Lebanon (APEAL) and part-time faculty member at the Lebanese American 
University.

Rivers Plasketes (b. 1991) is an artist-writer based in Brooklyn working mostly in the medium of un nished projects. 
Plasketes was a participant in Ashkal Alwan’s Home Workspace Program (2015- 2016) and has organized events and 
shows at Soloway Gallery in Brooklyn and e-¬ux. He has exhibited internationally in Beirut, Tranzitdisplay in Prague, 
and in New York.



Monica Basbous Moukarzel, from Dispersion index/ PS213i-D, in Index of Lost Space, 2016-ongoing.

Monica Basbous Moukarzel, from How to contain dispersion A, in Index of Lost Space, 2016-ongoing.



Mohamed Berro, Disappearing, Act, 2016. 3-channel video,10 min

Rivers Plasketes, Let these veinsbe part of the body of thiswork of art after thisexhibition isover, 2016.



Núria Güell & Levi Orta, Political Degenerate Art. Ethical Protocol - Beirut , 2014-2016. Action-installation, variable dimensions



Mohanakrishnan Haridasan (Mochu), Drawings, 2003-2008. Pen on 
paper /  Pen and digital print on paper



Bahar Noorizadeh, Every Story isan H-story, 2016. 

Anna Ogden-Smith, Rose, 2016. 


